CBPR RESOURCES WEBSITE: Resources on the site include principles, policies, reports, presentations and curricula; opportunities for funding, training and technical assistance; links to related organizations and initiatives; and more! Visit the website today at http://depts.washington.edu/ccph/commbas.html

DEVELOPING & SUSTAINING CBPR PARTNERSHIPS: A SKILL-BUILDING CURRICULUM: This evidence-based curriculum is a tool for partnerships that are using or planning to use a CBPR approach to improve health. Each unit includes learning objectives, in-depth content, examples & interactive exercises, and citations & suggested resources. Visit the curriculum today at http://www.cbprcurriculum.info

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS & CBPR: This 6-part call series covered such topics as “Supplementing IRBs with a Community Advisory Board,” and “Creating an Independent Community IRB: When is it Right for You?” Download audio files & handouts at http://depts.washington.edu/ccph/irbcalls2.html Sign up for the CBPR & Research Ethics Electronic Discussion Group at https://mailman1.u.washington.edu/mailman/listinfo/ccph-ethics

COMMUNITIES AS PARTNERS IN CANCER CLINICAL TRIALS: This national initiative, jointly led by CCPH and the Education Network to Advance Cancer Clinical Trials, is advancing CBPR principles in cancer clinical trials through conferences, reports & grants. Learn more at www.communitiesaspartners.org

COMMUNITY PARTNER PEER MENTORING & ADVOCACY: This website is designed as a resource for community members and community groups in their work with academic partners. It includes the report, “Achieving the Promise of Authentic Community-Higher Education Partnerships: Community Partners Speak Out” and audio files & handouts from conference calls on such topics as “CBPR as a Strategy for Social Change” and “Why and How to Obtain a Federally Negotiated Indirect Rate.” Visit the website today at http://depts.washington.edu/ccph/cps.html Sign up for the Community Partner Electronic Discussion Group at https://mailman1.u.washington.edu/mailman/listinfo/communitypartnerlistserv

CBPR ELECTRONIC DISCUSSION GROUP: Stay on top of the latest CBPR news and funding opportunities! Co-sponsored by CCPH and the Wellesley Institute, the listserv has over 4,400 subscribers, including community organizations, colleges & universities, funding agencies and policy makers. Sign up at https://mailman.u.washington.edu/mailman/listinfo/cbpr

CCPH CONSULTANCY NETWORK: Looking for a CBPR expert to give a presentation, lead a workshop, conduct an evaluation or provide phone or on-site consultation? The CCPH Consultancy Network is here to help! Learn more at http://depts.washington.edu/ccph/mentor.html